
Fingerprinting captured CO2 using 
natural tracers: 

Determining CO2 fate and proving 
ownership 
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Who? 

What? 
CCS Grand Challenge in Geological Storage 

£291,748 over 2 years 

Starting late Autumn 2013 



Spiegel.de 

Nature.com 

Public concerns of CO2 leakage 



News coverage of “leak” at Weyburn 



Monitoring essential 
Robust monitoring regime will 
reassure regulators and public that 
injected CO2 is being stored safely 
A cheap and effective means of 
monitoring the fate of CO2 injected 
into geological storage sites 
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We need to know:  
(i) Fate of injected CO2 (short, 

medium and long term storage) 
(ii)  How we can get an early warning 

of potential leakage 
(iii) How to determine ownership of 

CO2 (particularly offshore) 



Fingerprinting CO2 
Anthropogenic CO2 molecule 

Natural CO2 molecule 

www.phenomenica.com 
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web.sahara.arizonia.edu 

commons.wikimedia.org 
www.phenomenica.com 



C isotopes can trace CO2 migration & fate 

web.sahara.arizonia.edu 



O isotopes can trace CO2 fate 

web.sahara.arizonia.edu 



Noble gases in natural CO2 reservoirs 

Majority of the CO2 dissolved in formation water. 

Mineral precipitation only a minor sink. 



Noble gases as tracers of CO2 migration 



Noble gases in coal and natural gas 



Noble gases in coal and natural gas 



Noble gases in captured CO2 

www.alstom.com 

etfdailynews.com 



Proving ownership? 
1. Measure the natural tracer fingerprint (noble gas, C & O isotopes) in 

captured CO2 from Post, Pre and Oxy Fuel Capture 
2. Find out how fuel variability effects tracer fingerprint (differences 

between coal and gas, and different grades of coal) 
3. Are these differences sufficient for CO2 ownership resolution? 
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Early warning tracers? 
4. Can the natural tracer fingerprint be used as an early warning tracer 
of unplanned migration within and outside the storage site? 
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Tracing fate of CO2? 
5. Find out if the natural tracer fingerprint in CO2 captured from 
Boundary Dam is preserved after injection and migration at Aquistore 
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